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Abstract

Some manipulations on boolean functions are discussed
and implemented. First some basic operations such as
simplification, complementation and intersection. The
so-called Shannon expansion is used to split boolean
functions. A special case of boolean functions are
unate functions, which can be easily manipulated using
efficient algorithms. Manipulation of boolean functions
for realization of logic on chips are studied and
partially implemented. The final form of the boolean
functions depends on the kind of circuits (gates) to be
used. Only nMOS technology is taken into consideration.
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Introduction

The importance of CAD tools in IC design has
significantly increased in the last few years. Some of
these tools, such as simulators and layout editors are
already well known. One of the lesser known fields of
CAD in IC design is logic synthesis.

Logic synthesis should be one of the first steps in
the design process. The logic that must be brought on a
chip should be in such a form as to yield highest
efficiency for a particular kind of technology. The CAD
tool for this is named a "logic editor".

I was the first to work on a project called "logic
editor". From the beginning it was clear that one man
could not finish a logic editor in the time allotted to
him. My preliminary task consisted therefore in setting
up a data structure to represent the logic, and
implementing some basic operations such as
complementation and intersection. Pascal was the
program language I was to use for this. The computer
that I had at my disposal was at first a PDP-ll. Later,
all the programs have been transferred to or newly made
on a HP9000.

The theory behind the basic operations is largely
based on the article of Brayton et. al. [1]. I have
made some modifications for practical reasons. This
theory is discussed in chapter one. Chapter two deals
with the data structure and the implementation of the
basic operations.

The remaining chapter deals with some manipulations
of boolean functions for realization on chips. Thereby
I have mainly thought of the use of gate arrays. Two
kinds of gates and the induced manipulations are
discussed and implemented. At some other realizations
is shortly looked. Only nMOS technology has been taken
into consideration.

Some terms that are constantly used in this report
need to be defined. A variable is a symbol representing
a single coordinate of boolean space (e.g. a, b, c,
... ). A literal is a variable or its negation (e.g. a,
a', b, b', ... ). In this report) as in all the
programs, negation is indicated by an apostrophe. A
cube is a set of literals, such that if a literal is in
it then its complement is not in it (e.g. a.b, a.b' .Cj

a.a' is not a cube).
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1. Manipulation of boolean functions

1.1. Unate boolean functions

The first question that we have to ask ourselves is
what an unate boolean function exactly is. This is a
difficult question and the answering of it would go
beyond the context of this report. A definition of an
unate function can be found in [3].

I will restrict myself to answering the question how
one can recognize an unate boolean function; or, which
functions are unate? A boolean function is unate if the
function can be expressed in such a way that, if a
literal (i.e. a variable or its negation) appears in
the expression then its complement does not appear. For
example:

f = a.b + b.c'
f = a.b + b' .c·

is unate
is not unate

A boolean function which is not unate will be called
binate.

Now why all this about unate functions? The answer
is that unate functions have certain advantages. As
will be seen later on, unate boolean functions can be
easily and efficiently manipulated. The second
advantage is that the minimum-term prime implicant
cover of an unate function is simply the set of all its
prime implicants. Therefore simplification of an unate
function requires merely the removal of non prime
implicants. The resulting new cover is then guaranteed
to be the minimum-term prime implicant cover for that
unate function. Any operation (complementation,
intersection, subtraction) on an unate function results
in an unate function, which is the minimum-term prime
implicant result after simplification.

1.2. Shannon expansion

Not every boolean function is unate. A function is
binate with respect to a variable x, when x and its
complement x' appear in the expression.

The objective is to split the binate function in two
functions which are independent of x and x'. These two
functions are in that case unate with respect to x. The
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splitting of the binate function is based on the so
called Shannon expansion:

f = x.f)C + x' .fxl

The two functions f)C and f x ' are called the cofactors
of the function f. The cofactor of a boolean function f
with respect to a literal x (denoted by f x ) is defined
as the largest boolean function such that

x.f" = x.f

A boolean function f is said to be larger than g if g
implies f. The easiest way to obtain the cofactor f)C is
to take all the cubes of f in which x does appear and
to remove x from these cubes and all the cubes in which
x does not appear. The cubes which contain x· are not
included in f)C. This operation is also called strong
division of f by x (in contrast to weak division
whereby all the cubes of f in which x does not appear
are not included). For example: Let f z a.b' + c.d' +
c' .d. This function is binate with respect to c and
also with respect to d. Take c as splitting variable,
i.e. x = c. Then f x = a.b' + d' and fxl = a.b' + d.

In the above example the two cofactors are unate
functions, so further splitting is not necessary. If
this is nQt the case the splitting must go on unt(l
unate functions are reached. The recursion creates a
binary tree with unate functions at the leaves. For
example: f • a.b.c + b' .c' .d' + c' .d.e. Then the
following tree can be made:

f = ~bc. + b'c;. 'd
l + '-'de.

~ r /""" ){.. I _ I
~17 ~-c

fXj,= o.b fx~' -= blcAI. de..

,:dAx.,,~ .~II
~7 ~-~

f "1'-"2.~ e fXj' xd : b'

Fig.l. A binary tree

To reconstruct the function f from the binary tree,
only the splitting variables in the branches and the
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unate functions in the leaves are needed.

f

e. b'

Fig.2. A binary tree with all the necessary data

A few words must be said about the selection of the
splitting variable. The choice of the splitting
variable x is guided by the heuristic of making f~ and
f~' unate as quickly as possible. That literal is
selected which is the most binate. This is done in the
following way. Let nO equal the number of cubes in
which the negative variable x' appears and n1 the
number of cubes in which the positive variable x
appears. For each variable nO and n1 are calculated. If
the minimum of nO and n1 is greater than zero, then the
variable is apparently binate. If there is such a
variable for that particular function then that
function is binate. If the minima for each variable are
zero, then the function is unate. The object function
on which the choice of the most binate variable is
made, is given by

a.min{nO,n1} + b.(nO + n1)

Typical values used for a,b are 1,2 respectively.
That variable which gives the highest value of the
object function is selected as the splitting variable.
For example: f = a.b' + c.d' + c' .d

a
b
c
d

nO
o
1
1
1

n..l
1
o
1
1

min
o
o
1
1

Q.....i..
2
2
5
5

In this example c and d are the most binate variables.
This way of choosing the splitting variable keeps the

total number of cubes which are part of f~ and f~,
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small as well as balanced between f x and f x " The
heuristic is therefore aimed at producing shallow trees
so that unate leaves are reached early.

1.3. Simplification

1.3.1. Simplification of an unate function

As discussed before, simplification of an unate
function requires merely the removal of non prime
implicants (1.1.). This means the removal of any cube
of the cover of the unate function which is contained
in another cube. For example: f = a.b + a.b.c becomes f
.. a.b.

The resulting new cover is then guaranteed to be the
minimum-term prime implicant cover for f.

1.3.2. Simplification of a binate function

A binary tree can be constructed so that the leaves
are unate functions. These unate functions can be made
minimum in the above mentioned way. However, this does
not guarantee that the function f after reconstruction
will be minimum. Some kinds of redundancy are
eliminated by this operation. For example: f .. a.b.d +
a.b.c.d + c.d'.e

f

A
a.b+- abc, L-e

)

.f :: d (a. b ) -+- d I (c.e) =
abd -+ c.ot1e.

Fig.3. Simplification
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Another example: f = a.b + b'.c +a.c

a+ QC c.+ ac

>

t ~ b(o..) + bl(e) :::

a.b4- b1c:.

Fig.4. Another simplification

Other kinds of redundancy will remain. The simplest
example being: f = a.b + a.b'

>

f :: b (u.)-+ b; (Q) -:

e:.tbTa.b '

Fig.5. Remaining redundancy

With this problem will be dealt in paragraph 2.3.

1.4. Complementation

1.4.1. Complementation of a binate function

Complementation and cofactor operation are
interchangeable, i. e. (f ) I = (f') . The complement of
the boolean function f also satisfies the Shannon
expansion:

f' = x. (f'))( + x'. (f' )(1

Because of the fact that complementation and cofactor
operation commute,

This means that to determine the complement of a
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boolean function f, only the unate functions in the
leaves of its binary tree have to be complemented.

For example: f = a.b' + c.d' +c'.d

f

A
CLb l + cA

Fig.6. Binary tree of a binate function

Complementing the leaves:

of

A
atel + bd CI,'cl'+ bot'

fl: <...(a'cl+-bd) +cl(ulot'+b~j) =

a'cd + hed + a.'c'd' + he;d I

Fig.7. Complementation of a binate function

1.4.2. Complementation of an unate function

That leaves the complementation of the unate function
at the leaves.

Since in an unate function only a literal and not its
complement appears, the Shannon expansion for an unate
function can be reduced to:

where x is a positive or negative variable. The
complement of an unate function becomes:

f' "" x'. ( f ' ) Xl + (f')(

Because complementation and cofactor operation
commute, this can be written as:

So we can again split the function in its two
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cofactors f~ and f~'. The difference with the previous
splitting is the splitting variable, which can be
positive or negative. Another difference is the
termination objective. The aim is to reach functions
consisting of a single term as quickly as possible. We
try to reach a '1' because all other terms in the
function are then eliminated. Therefore the term with
the fewest literals is selected. The literal in that
term which appears most frequently in the other terms
is then selected as splitting variable.

For example: f • a.b' + d'

Fig.a. Binary tree of an unate function

The single terms like a.b' can be easily complemented
using DeMorgan's Law.

As can be seen from the above relations,
complementation is accomplished as follows:

{'I

A
.¢ a' .... b

f' = 1.(¢) + clla.'~b) :
,;\1 c;{ + b cl

Fig.9. Complementation of an unate function

In the above example single terms are reached after
one splitting operation. If this is not the case the
splitting goes on until single terms are attained. The
recursion again creates a binary tree with single terms
at the leaves. The trees of the unate functions are
thus a extension of the tree of the binate function.
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1.5. Intersection and subtraction

The intersection of two boolean functions is the same
as the logical and operation between the two functions.
It is also called multiplication.

As with complementation, intersection and cofactor
operation commute. This means th~t

f.g ., x. (f)( .g)(l + x'. (f)(t .g)(I)

Both of the boolean functions f and 9 have to be
split by the same variable. To determine if splitting
is necessary in case f and/or 9 is binate, we look at
the union of the two functions: f + g. If f + 9 is
binate then both f and 9 are also split. The recursive
splitting goes on until f + 9 is unate. This means that
f.g is also unate. If f + 9 is unate then intersection
of the cubes of f with those of 9 is relatively simple
(see 2.5. l. For example:

f = a.b.e + b t .e ' .d l + c' .d.e
9 a.b + c'.d + c.d'
f + 9 = a.b.c + b' .c' .d' + c' .d.e + a.b +

c'.d + c.d'

cd>
d ci l C\b +d' d'

e ;/ , b j o.b+'1. " b l

~ ~
¢ 1 Cl j25
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c...

C\

e+a.b+1

ab + Clb+d I

d

Fig.l0. Binary trees of two functions and their union

Pairwise intersection of the leaves of the binary
trees of f and g results in:

.f'. '3-

("//~CI

C'iH~b~' Y d

~h,+ e.

f.'J, =c;..(ab+abd ' ) + c"(d.{~be+e) +

d'( b(¢) + b' (¢)))

Fig.ll. Intersection
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With simplification of the leaves:

f -'1

CAb

e

cl'

." b '
~

¢

Fig.12. Intersection with simplification

The next manipulation to be dealt with is subtraction
(also called sharp product). Subtraction is defined as
follows:

f - 9 = f.g'

The obvious way to subtract 9 from f is to intersect
f and the complement of g. Both operations
(complementation and intersection) have already been
dealt with.
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2. Implementation

2.1. Data structure

The operations discussed in the previous chapter had
to be implemented in Pascal. The first difficulty was
to find the proper data structure. Brayton, Cohen et.
al. [1] used APL. A cube was represented as a n
dimensional vector, where n is the number of variables
in the functions. For example: Let n E 4. Then a.b' is
represented as [1022]. A '1' if the positive variable
is in the cube, a '0' if the negative variable is in
it, and a '2' if the variable is not in the cube. A
boolean function is represented as a mxn matrix, where
m is the number of cubes in the function. For example:
Let f = a.b' + c.d' + c' .d. So n=4 and mE 3. Then f is
represented as:

11022
,2210
1 2201- -

APL is a matrix oriented language, so manipulations
of matrices are easily done. This is not the case with
the programming language Pascal. One of the major
disadvantages of Pascal is that it does not have a
dynamic array type. The size of the matrices has to be
determined in advance. And that can't be done, because
one does not know the functions on which to operate
(and the manipulations will result in other functions
with different array sizes). There is of course the
possibility to take a very large array size, say
1000x1000. That would mean that a function may contain
1000 cubes and 1000 literals. This is on the other hand
not economic if the function contains only 1 cube and 1
literal, e.g. f E a. Taking all this into account, the
array type has to be discarded.

A dynamic structure type in Pascal is the pointer
type. A boolean function can be represented as a linked
list of cubes.
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For example: f • a.b' + c.d' + c'.d

Fig.13. Linked list of cubes to represent a boolean function

In this way the problem of not knowing the number of
cubes beforehand is out of the way. That leaves the
unknown number of literals. As an alternative to the
(i-dimensional) array type is chosen for the set type
to represent a cube. This choice has certain
advantages, as will be seen later on. A cube is
represented as a set of literals (just like the
definition). In case of n=4, a literal can be a, b, c,
d, a', b', c', d'. The cubes in the above example are
then represented as [a,b'], [c,d'] and [c ' ,d]. The
positive variables could be represented as characters.
But what about the negative variables? And the
character representation would mean a maximum of 26
variables (which is already a lot, but no such
restriction would be more universal). Therefore
integers are taken instead of characters. The positive
variables are represented as 1 to n, where n is of
course the number of variables (the dimension of the
boolean space). The negative ones are then represented
as n+l to 2n. A literal is therefore of the subrange
type. In this way it is easy to complement a variable.
One just adds or subtracts n. The representation of a
boolean function is now complete. The above example
will be represented as:

Fig.14. Representation of a boolean function

This leads to the following type definitions in the
Pascal programs:

~
literal = 1 .. 52;
cube • set of literal;
link • "term;
term • record

info: cube;
next: link

end;
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In the present programs the upper boundary of a
literal is 52. This means that all (lower case) letters
can be used. Of course it is possible to extend the
range.

2.2. Strong division

For the creation of a binary tree, as discussed in
paragraph 1.2., a dividing of the boolean function has
to be implemented. The pointer type makes it easy to
construct a tree structure. And the set type
facilitates the division because of the availability of
set operations in Pascal. Checking if a literal appears
ina cube can be done wi th the operator 'in' (set
membership); removing a literal from a cube with the
operator '-' (set difference).

To make a tree structure we have to enlarge the
number of record fields in term:

term = record
info: cube;
next: link;
left: link;
right: link

end;

What follows is how the dividing is implemented. Take
f = a.b' + c.d' + c' .d. The representation of this
function looks like this:

of []

Fig.15. Representation of a boolean function

The first record indicates the beginning of the
linked list. It contains an empty cube, representing a
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boolean '1'. A boolean '0' will be represented by a nil
pointer. The function can thus be read as f • 1.(a.b' +
c.d' +c' .d)

As seen before, a possible splitting variable is x ~

c. The function f must be divided by c (represented by
3) and c' (represented by 7). The cubes in which 3
appears are placed left, after removing the 3 from
these cubes. The cubes with 7 are placed right, after
removing the 7. The cubes in which neither 3 nor 7
appears are placed both left and right. It then looks
like this:

[]

)(1

Fig.16. Splitting of a boolean function

Because one can reconstruct the function f from the
tree, the records under f can be removed. The literals
c and c' are represented as cubes with one member. The
function can now be read as f • 1.(c.(a.b' + d') +
c'.(a.b' + d))

This splitting of a function is implemented by the
procedure 'divide'. What it does is given here in a
kind of pseudo-Pascal. The proper procedure can be
found in appendix A.

procedure "divide the boolean function f by the
splitting variable in its left and right cofactors"

"create new record to the left"
"put the cube containing the splitting variable in
this record"

"create new record to the right"
"put the cube containing the complement of the
splitting variable in this record"
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while not "every record under f has been dealt with"
do

"get cube from record"
if "the splitting variable is in this cube"
then

"remove it from the cube"
"put the cube in a new record under the newly
created left record"

else
if "the complement of the splitting variable

is in this cube"
then

"remove it from the cube"
"put the cube in a new record under the
newly created right record"

else
"put the cube in new records under both
newly created left and right records"

fi
fi
"remove the cubes under flO

od

The splitting must go on until we have unate
functions. This is implemented by the procedure 'goon'.

procedure "go on with the function flO
"select a splitting variable if there is one"
if "f is binate"
then

"divide f by this splitting variable"
"go on with the left cofactor of f"
"go on with the right cofactor of f"

else
"simplify the unate function flO

fi

In this way a binary tree is created with the
simplified unate functions at the leaves.

The choice of the splitting variable is implemented
by the procedure 'splitvar'. The function is unate when
there is no splitting variable.

procedure "select a splitting variable"
for "each variable"
do

"calculate nO and n1"
"determine minimum of nO and n1"
if "minimum> 0"
then

"the variable is binate, and thus the
function"
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~calculate s z minimum + 2 * (nO + n1)~

if ~s > the maximum s of the previous
variables"

then
~the maximum s is the s for this variable~

"the most binate variable is this variable~

fi
else

~the variable is unate~

fi
od

2.3. Simplification

As already mentioned, simplification of an unate
function is implemented by the procedure 'simplify'.

procedure "simplify the function f"
for ~each record under f~

do
if "cube is empty~

then
~remove all records under f except the one
with the empty cube"

fi
od
for ~each pair of records under f~

do
if ~cube1 <= cube2~

then
~remove the record with cube2"

else
if ~cube2 c- cube1~

then
~remove the record with cube1~

fi
fi

od

With this simplification there are still some
redundancies left. These will be dealt with while
restoring a function from its binary tree. Restoring
begins at the leaves of the tree. A reversion of the
splitting is executed. For example:
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)

1

·---f-"j
I ,I
,o.bc.,

I
d ' .c.. ,

I ,
~b'c..' ,

I
c. 'ol

Fig.17. Restoring a boolean function from its binary tree

It is true that the function is restored, but it has
now one cube more than before the splitting. This can
hardly be called simplification. It is clear that the
malefactor is the cube a.b'. To solve this, there is a
check before the so called 'undividing'. The cubes on
the left and on the right side are pairwise checked on
containment of each other. The cube that is contained
in the other cube is moved up. For example:

f= ",(o.b')+.c..'(a.)

>

1

~br,
I~' IC. _. - ,I C

.+.,, '
~ a :.
'.......

f : abI + (.. (¢) + C I ( U ) :

Iab + act

Fig.18. Moving up of the contained cube

Of course we get a trinary tree in this way. If the
cubes are equal, the other cube is removed. For
example:
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,Cl ,
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>

-1

~
, I •C. 1. __ • c..

.-.~... r~·'
~d'j leAl
_ ... _.. .t

f = L(Qb'~d') +
c'(Qb;+d)

t =ub' 't c. Cd') -+ c.'(d J

Fig.19. Moving up and removing of equal cubes

If we now restore the function, the result is as
desired: f • a.b' + c.d' + c' .d.

This also settles other kinds of redundancy. For
example: f = a.b +a.b'

+' =b (a.) .... b'(a. )

)

1

/£G
b L. ••J b I

{- = a.+ b((,ll')+b '(c1)::

G\

Fig.20. Eliminating redundancy

In this way boolean functions are as good as possible
simplified. There is however no guarantee that the
resulting cover is minimum. Below is given an example
where the result is still not minimum [4]. The example
is

f = a'.b'.c'.d' + a'.b'.c'.d + a'.b'.c.d +
a' .b.c.d + a' .b.c.d' + a' .b.c' .d'

The algorithm comes up with the following set of
cubes:

f = a' .b.d' + a' .b.c + a' .b'.d + a' .b' .c'

The minimum prime implicant cover is however:

f = a' .b' .c' + a' .c.d + a' .b.d'
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or,
f c a' .b'.d + a' .b.c + a' .c' .d'

The cause of this is the cyclic structure in the
function.

Cl I 1;llc;'c;l'

Gol'b'c'
",,'b'c."of

CA.' bioi
a'b'cd

a'c.ol

Q.'bc!d'

'" I b~'

",'bed l

a'bc.
o.'bc.d

Fig.21. Cyclic structure in a boolean function

The algorithm simply chooses the wrong prime
implicants. I have found no way to get a right
decision.

The restoring of a function is implemented by the
recursive procedure 'restore'.

procedure "restore the function"
if "the left cofactor is not a leaf"
then

"restore the left cofactor"
fi
if "the right cofactor is not a leaf"
then

"restore the right cofactor"
fi
"ssimplify the function f"
"undivide the function f, so that f becomes a leaf"

The check before undividing the function is
implemented by the procedure 'ssimplify'.

procedure "ssimplify the function f"
for "each pair of records of the left and right

cofactor"
do

if "cubel >= cube2"
then

"move record with cubel up"
if "cube2 = cubel"
then

"remove record with cube2"
fi

else
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if "cube2 >= cube1"
then

"move record with cube2 up"
fi

fi
od

The final undividing is implemented by the procedure
'undivide' .

procedure "undivide the functioti f"
"go to the last record under f"
for "each record under the left cofactor"
do

"set union of cube in the record and the cube
with the left divisor"

"move record under f"
od
for "each record under the right cofactor"
do

"set union of cube in the record and the cube
with the right divisor"

"move record under f"
od
"remove the records with the left and right divisor"

2.4. Complementation

Complementation of any boolean function amounts to
complementation of unate functions. In case the boolean
function is unate there is only one. If the boolean
function is binate then the unate functions at the
leaves of its binary tree have to be complemented. To
get at the unate leaves the (recursive) procedure
'compath' is implemented:

procedure "go to the function f"
if "f is a leaf"
then

"complement the unate function f"
"restore the complement of the unate function
from its binary tree"

else
"go to the left cofactor of f"
"go to the right cofactor of f"

fi

The making of a binary tree of an unate function is
done by the same kind of recursive procedure as with a
binate function. This procedure is called 'complon'.
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procedure "complement on the unate function f"
if "the unate function is '0'"
then

"the function becomes '1'"
else

if "the unate function consists of a single term"
then

"complement the function using DeMorgan's Law"
else

"select the cube with the fewest literals"
if "the cube is not the empty cube"
then

"select the literal which appears the most
in the cubes of the other records"

"divide the function f by this literal
in its two cofactors"

"make the left divisor '1'"
"complement on the left cofactor of f"
"complement on the right cofactor of f"

else
"the cube is the empty cube, representing a
'1', so all records are removed, thus
representing a '0'"

fi
fi

fi

This need further explaining. The complementation is
executed while making the tree. The left divisors are
made '1', as it need be after complementation (see
paragraph 1.4.2.). The right divisors are the
complement of the splitting variables. This is already
done by the procedure 'divide'. The single terms
(including '0' and '1') are also immediately
complemented. So when the tree is finished it
represents the complement of the unate function.

The complementation of a single term using DeMorgan's
Law is implemented by the procedure 'demorgan'.

procedure "complement the function fusing DeMorgan's
Law"

if "the single record under f contains the empty
cube"

then
"that record is removed"

else
for "every literal in the cube of the single

record"
do

"put its complement in a new record"
od
"remove the single record"
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"put all the new records under f"
fi

The selection of the cube with the fewest literals is
implemented by the procedure 'few'.

procedure "select the cube with the fewest literals"
"the minimum number of literals is made equal to the

maximum number of literals that can appear in a
cube"

"the first record is pointed out as containing
the cube with the fewest literals in case all cubes
have the maximum number of literals"

for "each record under f"
do

"count the number of literals"
if "count < minimum"
then

"minimum becomes count"
"this record is pointed out as containing
the cube with the fewest literals"

fi
od

The selection of the literal which appears the most
in the cubes of the other records is implemented by the
procedure 'order'.

procedure "select the most frequent literal"
"maximum number of literals is initially zero"
for "each literal"
do

if "the literal appears in the cube with
the fewest literals"

then
"count the appearance of this literal in all
the cubes"

if "count > maximum"
then

"maximum becomes count"
"most frequent literal is this literal"

fi
fi

od

Because of a wish for an alphabetic order, 'for each
literal' means first a and a', then band b', etc.
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2.5. The program 'simcom'

This program simplifies and complements boolean
functions. The boolean functions must be in a text
file. The name of the file may be anything you wish.
Here it will be called 'your_file'.

For the present implementation of the program the
function should be written down in a certain way. They
should be in disjunctive form (sum of minterms) and
only lower case letters should be used to represent the
variables. Negation must be indicated by I. And there
may be no spaces between the characters. Finally, the
boolean functions must be ended by a double slash (II).
If these conditions are satisfied, th~ program can read
'your_file'. A test on these conditions is done by the
procedure 'nmcount', which also counts the number of
variables (n) and the number of functions (m).

If no illegality has been found, the program converts
the data in 'your_file' to the data structure as
discussed in paragraph 2.1. It handles one function at
the time. To convert the lower case letters to the
literals 1 .. 52, the Pascal supplied function 'ord' is
used. Because ord('a') ~ 97, a constant k ~ 96 is
introduced with which the letters can be converted. The
rest of the procedure 'datain' speaks for itself (see
appendix A). Mention should be made of the need of the
procedure to know the number of variables (n). There is
again a check on illegality because not all programs
read the input from a file. The data could sometimes
be supplied by the terminal.

When the data has been converted, a binary tree is
made by the procedure 'goon'. A copy of this tree is
made for complementation. The original tree is used for
simplification. Copying a tree can be done fast, much
faster than making another tree.

The simplification is done while restoring the
function from its binary tree (see paragraph 2.3.). The
restored function is again a linked list of cubes
representing a sum of minterms. Reconversion of this to
readable output is done by the procedure 'dataout'. The
simplified functions are written down in a file called
'data_sim'. Before this the number of variables (n) and
the number of functions (m) are put in 'data_sim' (and
also in 'data_com').

A walk through the other tree is made to complement
the unate functions at the leaves (discussed in
paragraph 2.4.). Thereafter the tree represents the
complement of the function. Is is restored (and
simplified) and reconverted in the same way as with
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simplification. The complements are put in a file
called 'data_com'.

This is done for all the functions in 'your_file'.
After that the program asks some questions which speak
for themselves and gives the information on where the
data is kept.

To give some idea of the speed of the program, some
cpu-times are given below. The data conversion is not
included in these times. The cpu-time for
simplification is the sum of the times necessary to
make a tree and to simplify and restore it. The cpu
time for complementation is the sum of the times
necessary to copy the tree and to complement and
restore it.

s impl. compl.

#cubes #var #cubes cpu #cubes cpu

1 2 1 2 0.333
2 2 2 1 0.050
3 3 2 0.133 2 0.050
3 5 3 0.133 9 0.117
3 7 3 0.150 13 0.167
3 10 3 0.133 22 0.283
3 15 3 0.150 34 0.483
5 5 5 0.333 10 0.150
6 7 5 0.433 13 0.317
10 7 9 1.000 21 0.400
11 10 11 1.050 48 0.933
13 5 5 1.283 6 0.183
13 15 13 1.300 93 2.100
21 7 7 2.250 15 0.517
29 10 13 3.933 50 1.600

Fig.22. Table with cpu-times

2.6. Intersection and subtraction

As seen in paragraph 1.5., the first thing to do is
making an union of the two functions. This is a simple
operation. The records that represent the boolean
functions f and g are put together. This is implemented
by the procedure 'union'.

procedure "union of the functions f and g"
while not "every record of g has been dealt with"
do

"create new record with the same cube as in the
record of g"
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od
while not "every record of f has been dealt with"
do

"create new record with the same cube as in the
record of f"

od
"put the newly created records under a new created
record named fg"

There are now three linked lists: one for f, one for
9 and one for the union f+g, represented by fg. The
next step is to make binary trees out of these. We look
therefore at f+g and divide until we get unate
functions. At the same time f and 9 are also divided by
the same splitting variables as those of f+g. This is
implemented by the recursive procedure 'inton', which
looks like 'goon'.

procedure "intersect on the functions f, 9 and fg"
"select a splitting variable from the function fg if
there is one"

if "fg is binate"
then

"divide f by this splitting variable"
"divide 9 by this splitting variable"
"divide fg by this splitting variable"
"intersect on the left cofactors of f, 9 and fg"
"intersect on the right cofactors of f, 9 and fg"

else
"intersect the cubes of the unate functions

f and 9 and put the results to fg"
"simplify the function fg"

fi

For the selection of the splitting variable the
procedure 'splitvar' described in paragraph 2.2. is
used. Also 'divide' and 'simplify' described in
paragraph 2.2. and 2.3. are used here.

The only thing left to do is the pairwise
intersection of the cubes of the unate leaves of f with
those of g. The intersection of two cubes is the
largest single cube common to both of the original
cubes. For example:

(a' .b' .c). (a' .c) .. a' .b'.c
(a'.b'.c).(a.c) .. 0

(a'.c).(b'.c) .. a'.b'.c

Pascal has a set operator called intersection. This
is however not the same as cube intersection as we want
it. Using the type definitions, the above examples
become (with n=3):
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[ 4 , 5 , 3 ] . [ 4 , 3] = [4, 5 ,3]
[4,5,3].[1,3] = 

[4,3].[5,3] = [4,5,3]

Pascal set intersection would result in:

[4,5,3]*[4,3] = [4,3]
[4,5,3]*[1,3] = [3]
[4,3]*[5,3] = [3]

This is clearly not what we want. A better result is
given by the Pascal set union:

[4,5,3]+[4,3] = [4,5,3]
[4,5,3]+[1,3] = [4,5,3,1)

[4,3]+[5,3] = [4,3,5]

Only in the second example the result is still not
right. To make it right, it would be necessary to check
if a variable and its negation are in the set (in the
~xample l(a) and 4(a' )). If so, the result must be made
nil. Such a check is however not necessary if we deal
with unate functions. Cube intersection of the unate
leaves of f and g can therefore be executed by Pascal
set union.

The results of the cube intersections will be put at
the leaves of f+g. What was already there is of course
first removed. The tree represents then the
intersection f.g. It is possible that the result of the
cube intersections has some redundant prime implicants.
These are removed by simplification as discussed in
paragraph 1.3.1. The cube intersection is implemented
by the procedure 'intersect'.

procedure "intersect the cubes of the functions f and
g"

"remove the records of the unate function fg"
while not "every pair of records of f and g has been

dealt with"
do

"create new record with a cube that is the set
union of the cubes"

od
"put the newly created records to the function fg"

The intersection can be restored from its tree in the
way already discussed.

Subtraction can be executed as an intersection. Only
the complement of the function g should be taken.
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2.7. The programs 'int', 'sub' and 'intsub'

The program 'int' intersects two boolean functions,
the program 'sub' subtracts two functions and the
program 'intsub' intersects and subtracts pairwise all
functions from a file. All these programs get their
data from the files 'data_sim' and 'data_com'.
Therefore it is necessary to run the program 'simcom '
before starting one of these programs.

The program 'intsub' first reads the number of
variables (n) and the number of functions (m) from
'data_sim'. These numbers are then written to the files
'data_int' and 'data_sub', in which the intersections
resp. subtractions will be put. Then all functions
initially in 'your_file' are pairwise intersected and
SUbtracted. This means that for two functions (fl and
f2) one intersection (fl.f2) and two subtractions (fl
f2, f2-fl) are executed.

In case of an intersection the program gets the two
functions from the file 'data_sim'. The conversion is
again done by 'datain'. Then the procedures to
intersect two functions (see paragraph 2.6.) are
executed. The intersection is restored and put in the
file 'data inti in the familiar way. Restoring the two
functions may be also necessary because of further use.
The binary tree of a function is determined by the
splitting variables of the union with the other
function. Therefore the tree of a function is dependent
on the other function and can thus be different for
each intersection.

In case of a subtraction the program gets one
function from 'data_sim' and the other function from
'data_com'. Then an intersection between the two
functions is carried out. The subtractions are put in
the file 'data_sub'.

There is the possibility that one doesn't want all
intersections and subtractions. The programs 'int' and
'sub' satisfy this need. These programs show the
functions in 'data_simi on the screen. A choice can
made for intersection (subtraction) of two functions.
The rest of the programs is similar to that of
'intsub' .

2.8. Example

A small example is given here to demonstrate the use
of the programs. The example is the 4-bit product
(flf2f3f4) of two 2-bit numbers (ab, cd).
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A. .b. ~ g 1.1. II U II
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1

Fig.23. Truth table

The four boolean functions are put in a file which is
named PRODUCT.

abcdll
ab'cd'+ab'cd+abcd'il
a'bcd'+a'bcd+ab'c'd+ab'cd+abc'd+abcd'il
a'bc'd+a'bcd+abc'd+abcdll

By the command 'simcom.ex PRODUCT' these functions
are simplified and complemented and put in the files
DATA_SIM and DATA_COM.

By the command 'intsub.ex' all intersections and
sUbtractions are put in the files DATA_INT and
DATA_SUB.

The contents of the file DATA_OUT is shown below.

Simplified functions:
fl: abcd
f2: acd'+ab'c
f3: bcd'+ac'd+ab'd+a'bc
f4: bd

Complements:
fl': d'+c'+b'+a'
f2': c'+a'+bd
f3': c'd'+b'd'+abcd+a'c'+a'b'
f4': d'+b'

Intersections:
fl.f2: 0
fl.f3: 0
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fl.f4: abcd
f2.f3: ab'cd+abcd'
f2.f4: 0
f3.f4: a'bcd+abc'd

Subtractions:
fl-f2: abcd
f2-fl: ab'c+acd'
fl-f3: abcd
f3-fl: a'bc+ab'd+ac'd+bcd'
fl-f4: 0
f4-fl: a'bd+bc'd
f2-f3: ab'cd'
f3-f2: ac'd+a'bc
f2-f4: ab'c+acd'
f4-f2: bd
f3-f4: bcd'+ab'd
f4-f3: abcd+a'bc'd
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3, Realisation of boolean functions with nMOS transistors

3.1. Universal logic gates

There is an increasing interest in the need to be
able to produce LSI and VLSI circuits for specific
customer requirements, where large quantities are not
required, In this area every means to reduce the design
time and therefore cost is significant, far more so
than maximum utilization of chip area and minimization
of chip dimensions, This is accomplished by the gate
array approach, The chip contains a standard array of
functional circuits, Only the final interconnect
mask(s) have to be custom designed, However, the
viability of this approach depends entirely upon what
facilities are prOVided on the master chip, which for
general-purpose use should be as universal as possible.

The question now is what shall be the most useful and
versatile logic block (cell, gate) for general purpose
use, Either NAND or NOR gates could be adopted as a
standard cell, but such a solution would be
inefficient, There are alternative candidates, these
being circuits which have been named universal logic
gates ('ulg's'),

3,2, Type 1

The idea crossed my mind to use the Shannon expansion
for realization of boolean functions on chips, The
technology in consideration is nMOS, The Shannon
expansion reads:

f • x,f x + x' ,f x '

Consider f as the output of a gate, One of the
characteristics of a nMOS gate is the negation at the
output (inverter, NAND, NOR), Therefore we consider the
Shannon expansion of the complement:

A boolean function can thus be expressed as

f = (x,(f)()' + x',(fxl)')'
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This can be realized by the following nMOS gate.
Vdd

f = lC·f)( + x'. f)(,
........t----

Fig.24. Universal logic gate, type 1 (ulg1)

When the function is un ate this can be reduced to

f = (x'.(f)(')' + (fx )')'

J-A I

If)()~ J~(f,,'),

-"-1_::;......_,r
Fig.2S. Ulg1 for unate functions

You can also see this as the previous gate with x •
'1', i.e. the signal on the gate of that MOS transistor
is always high.

An example:

f = a.b' + c.d' +c'.d

Then

x = c
( f)( )' = a I • d + b. d

(f)(,)' = a'.d' + b.d'
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Clb'+ccl'+c 1c4L.---t-----'-

rC'

~l-alc:AI~bo.l
-1.......__1

Fig.26. Ulgl for realizing f s a.b' + c.d' + c'.d

Now (fc )' and (fe')' need to be realized. Take

f s a'.d + b.d
x = d

Then

(f IC )' = a.b'
(flel)' = 1

aiel+- bet'--.---

Fig.27. Ulgl for realizing f = a'.d + b.d

The next function to be realized is

f = a.b'

Then

x = a
(fx)' = b

(f x' )' = 1
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Fig.28. Ulgl for realizing f = a.b'

We get a NOR, just as expected.
The binary tree of this function looks like this:

'1

/""'.
/\ A

~' 1. cl ~

lA~ A
~ ~ C\. 1.
I I , ,

b ' ¢ jpl (If

Fig.29. Binary tree

The splitting is the same as in the previous
chapters. The termination objective is now however a
single literal.

It is possible to get the information for the gates
directly from the binary tree of a boolean function.
Some changes are however necessary. First a number is
given to each gate. Every splitting represents a gate.

i.

/1""1
~~

~' ~ ~ A~
J ./I'.,. J
i. /~,,1. !i'

Q. ~ -1 Co\. -1
I I I I

b' ¢ b ' ¢

Fig.30. Tree with gate numbers

Gate 4: and 5 will be identical so that function
(a.b') has to be realized only once. Gate 1 has as
inputs c, e'and the output signals of gates 2 and 3.

The two cofactors have to be complemented. If these
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are leaves the complement of the leaves should be
taken. For example:

f • a.b' + b.c
x '"' b

(f)()1 '"' C'

(f)(I)1 '"' a'

~
h b'
I I
c.. ~

) ~
b b'
I I
c.' c\'

Fig.31. Changed tree for realizing f = a.b' + b.c

The gate can be read directly

r(
from the changed tree.

o.b' ... be

Fig.32. Ulgl for realizing f '"' a.b' + b.c

At the next step of recursion (one level down in the
tree) the complement of the complements should be
taken. This means that if there are any leaves at this
level, they can stay as they are. At the next level the
complement should once again be taken, etc .. Which
leaves should be complemented is indicated by the
arrows.
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Fig.33. Indication for complementation

After complementation the tree looks like this:
1.

/J\- I

c:. '"

~IA\ 0'1
1 ~~ ~I

1. a l -:1 0-
I I I I

b 1. b 1.

Fig.34. Changed tree for realizing f = a.b' + c.d' +c'.d

The gates can be directly read from this tree.

~ ~' (1lC ) , (1)(' ) ,
gate 1 c c' 2 3
gate 2 d' " 1 .. " 1 " 4
gate 3 d "1" 111 11 4
gate 4 "1" a' b "1"

3.3. The program ulgone

This program carries out that which is described in
the previous paragraph for each function in the file
'data_sim'. To make the binary tree that is needed, a
procedure similar to 'goon' is implemented. Here it is
called 'buildtree'.

procedure "build a tree for the function flO
"give a number to the gate"
"select a splitting variable, if there is one"
if "f is not binate"
then

"set flag called binate false"
"select the cube with the fewest literals"
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"select a splitting variable from this cube"
else

"set flag called binate true"
fi
"divide f by the splitting variable"
"simplify the left cofactor of flO
"simplify the right cofactor of f"
if "the left cofactor is not a single literal"
then

"build a tree for the left cofactor"
fi
if "the right cofactor is not a single literal"
then

"build a tree for the right cofactor"
fi

To give numbers to the gates, an additional record
field in 'term' is defined. Another field is added for
the flag called binate.

The tree that is made by this procedure differs
slightly from the way that it is described in the
previous paragraph. The right divisors of unate
functions are not made '1'. This is done because the
left divisor should be made '1' in case an unate leaf
must be complemented. This is how it could be done:

)

1

/~
-1 a,'

I I
b -1

Fig.35. Possible changing of tree

And this is how it is done:

cl

/~
a. a'
I I
hi >'

>
1

A
-1 Q'

I I
b -1

Fig.36. Actual changing of tree
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To discern unate functions from binate function a
flag called binate is necessary.

All changes are carried out by the (recursive)
procedure 'changetree'.

procedure "change tree of f"
if "f is a leaf"
then

if "a change is necessary"
then

"complement the single literal"
fi

else
if "f is unate"
then

if "a change is necessary"
then

"the right divisor is made '1'"
else

"the left divisor is made '1'"
fi

fi
"a change becomes necessary if it was not
necessary and vice versa, in the next
step of recursion"

"change tree of the left cofactor of flO
"change tree of the right cofactor of f"

fi

Now the gates can be directly read from the tree.
This is carried out by the (recursive) procedure
'gatesout'. The data is put to the file 'data_gates' in
the way shown in the previous paragraph.

3.4. Type 2

Another gate for the realization of the Shannon
expansion has been found [7].

Fig.37. Universal logic gate, type 2 (ulg2)
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The truth table of this reads:

n ~ ~ .f
a a a 1
a a 1 a
a 1 a 1
a 1 1 a
1 a a a
1 a 1 a
1 1 a 1
1 1 1 1

Fig.38. Truth table

Positive logic is assumed. Thus f can be written down
as:

f s yl' .y2' .y3' + yl' .y2.y3' + yl.y2.y3' + yl.y2.y3

If we simplify this with the program 'simcom' we get:

f = yl.y2 + yl' .y3'

If we take x for yl, f x for y2 and (f~l)' for y3, we
get the Shannon expansion.

l
(f:~1
f~ -,

Fig.39. Ulg2 for realizing Shannon expansion

This gate has some advantages over the previous one.
First it has two MOS transistors less. Secondly there
is one input less. And only the positive signal x is
needed.

There is also a disadvantage. As f must be realized
by another gate, the MOS transistors get piled up.
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-1£ -·~r

-- -I

Fig.40. Piling up of nMOS transistors

There is a restriction to have no more than three
nMOS transistors in series, to keep the output voltage
at logic '0', when all the series transistors are on.

For the moment we forget this disadvantage and
proceed with the making of gates from boolean
functions. First a major difference with the previous
gate must be mentioned. No reduced Shannon expansion
for unate functions can be realized with this gate.
Therefore unate functions will be split in the same way
as binate functions. The choice of the splitting
variable for unate functions will be the same as
before, only in case it is a negative variable will it
be made positive. E.g. f • a.b' + d'. Then the
splitting variable is d. Because the gate needs only
the signal x (the splitting variable) and not its
complement, a profit is attained because only positive
signals are thus needed for the realization of any
boolean function.

Another difference is now the termination objective.
Because only positive signals are wanted, single
literals at the leaves is not satisfactory. A single
literal can be a negative variable. Therefore the
splitting goes on until a '1' or '0' is attained.
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An example:

f = a.b' + c.d' +c'.d

Fig.41. Binary tree

Again some changes have to be made before the inputs
of the gates can be read from this tree. With this type
of gate only the right cofactor need to be
complemented. This means that the complementation
proceeds as indicated by the arrows. After
complementation (and numbering) the tree looks as
follows:

Fig.42. Changed tree
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The gates can be directly read from this tree.

X 1 (1 ) ,
gate 1 c 2 3
gate 2 d 4 "0"
gate 3 d "0" 4
gate 4 a 6 " 1 "
gate 6 b "0" "0"

The gates 5 and 7 need not be made because they
realize the same function as the gates 4 and 6.

A single literal as b' in paragraph 3.2. would mean
an additional gate (an inverter) when only positive
signals are available. Here too there is an inverter.

l

Fig.43. Inverter

The left MOS transistor is never on and can therefore
be omitted. Then gate 6 is merely an inverter.

If we take all negative signals as additional gates
(inverters), then the realization of the function f c

a.b' + c.d' + c' .d with gates of type 1 would amount to
7 gates. With gates of type 2 it can be realized with
only 5 gates. Another advantage of this type over the
other one.

3.5. The program ulgtwo

This program is similar to the program 'ulgone'.
Because no distinction is made between binate and un ate
functions, a flag 'binate' is not necessary. Because of
this the idea came to mind to make the choice of the
splitting variable for binate functions the same as for
unate functions. This results not always in fewer
gates, so another tree is also made which has the usual
choice for binate functions. The procedure 'buildtree'
(which is not the same as the one for 'ulgone') makes
both binary trees (with '0' or '1' at the leaves). That
tree is chosen which will result in the fewest gates.
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procedure "build a tree for the function f"
"give a number to the gate"
if "usual choice"
then

"select a binate variable as splitting variable,
if there is one"

if "f is not binate"
then

"select the cube with the fewest literals"
"select a splitting variable from this cube"

fi
else

"select the cube with the fewest literals"
"select a splitting variable from this cube"

fi
if "the splitting variable is a negative variable"
then

"make the splitting variable the corresponding
positive variable"

fi
"divide f by this splitting variable"
"simplify the left cofactor of f"
"simplify the right cofactor of fIt
if "the left cofactor is not '0' or '1'
then

"build a tree for the left cofactor
fi
if "the right cofactor is not '0' or '1'
then

"build a tree for the right cofactor"

To make the necessary changes in this tree , a
procedure 'changetree' is implemented, which is similar
to the one in paragraph 3.3. An important difference is
the way the necessary change proceeds with the
recursion (as indicated by the arrows in Fig.41.).

procedure "change tree of f"
if "f is a leaf"
then

if "a change is necessary"
then

"complement the '0' or '1'"
fi

else
"change tree of the left cofactor of f"
"a change becomes necessary if it was not
necessary and vice versa"

"change tree of the right cofactor of f"
fi

The gates can be directly read from the tree. This is
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done by a (recursive) procedure, again called
'gatesout' .

One of the imperfections of the program is that it
considers e.g.

gate 13

also as a gate.

a .• 1 It "ltl

Fig.44. A superfluous gate

The right transistor is never on and can therefore be
left out. 50 it realizes the function f = a. This kind
of gate does nothing with the signal and is therefore
completely superfluous. This is indicated in the file
'data_gates' as

gate 13 a

which means that it is no gate at all and that signal
13 is simply a.

3.6. Merging of the gates

We look again at the gates (type 1) for the function
f = a.b' + c.d' + c'.d

gate 1 c c' 2 3 (c.2 + c' .3) ,
gate 2 d' II 1" II 1 II 4 (d' + 4)'
gate 3 d II 1" II 1 II 4 (d + 4) ,
gate 4 II 1 II a' b 111 u (a' + b) ,

If we don't count in the l's, the amount of necessary
transistors is 4 depletion and 10 enhancement
transistors. If we also include the necessary inverters
to realize a', c' and d', the total amount becomes 7
depletion and 13 enhancement transistors.

In nM05 technology it is possible to have 3
enhancement transistors in series and also to have 3
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parallel in one gate (cell). The gates above have
sometimes only 2 transistors in one gate. This seems a
waste because each gate needs a load (a depletion
transistor).

Take a look at the gates 2 and 4.

Fig.45. Gates 2 and 4

Signal 4 means nothing else than a.b'. So the following
cell realizes the same.

Fig.46. Gates 2 and 4 merged

This means a reduction of 1 depletion and 1 enhancement
transistor.

Now we take a look at the tree of this function as
discussed in paragraph 3.2 ..
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Fig.47. Tree of the function

To attain that we can again read the cells from the
tree, a flag is set at gate 4. The tree beneath is
complemented, because the gates always realizes the
negation of the function indicated by the tree. It then
looks like this:

'1

A
AA
~' ~,,~ A

/ 't " 1. ~I
C\ 1. I I
I I

b l ¢ b 1.

Fig.48. Changed tree

The cell can be directly read from the tree.

ce 11 2: ( d I + a. b' ) •

The same can of course be done for gate 3.
It is even possible to take a step further. The same

can be done for gate 1. Setting flags at gate 2 and 3
and complementing the trees beneath them gives the
following result:
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Fig.49. Further changed tree

This results in the following gate:

0.'r

cell 1: (c.(d.(a' + b) + c'.(d'.(a' + b))'

Fig.SO. Cell directly read from the tree

Including the inverters, this amounts to 4 depletion
and 11 enhancement transistors.

In this example further steps are not possible. In
general this so called merging stops if only 1 cell is
left (as in the example) or if we should get
configurations that are not allowed (more than 3
transistors in series or more than 3(4) parallel).

Another consideration should be the amount of
negative variables. Each negative variable means an
inverter. If we merge 2 gates (i.e. we get 1 cell
less), but 2 more negative variables should be realized
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(i.e. we get 2 gates (cells) more), there is clearly no
profit. Now if this cell could be merged, the negative
variables would disappear and then there is a
considerable profit. So it is not always easy to see
what should be done.

3.7. The programs 'cell' and 'cellgraph'

This so called merging is executed by the program
'cell'. The first part is similar to the program
'ulg1'. A small difference is the termination
objective. Here it is the same as in the program
'ulg2', i.e. a '0' or '1'. Single literals are thus
also considered as gates, but by the merge process
these gates are eliminated.

The merging starts with the gates at the bottom of
the tree and proceeds then upward. In the example of
the previous paragraph this means that gate 4 is first
merged. If no merging is possible, the recursion stops.
This is implemented by the (recursive) procedure
'merge' .

A possible setting of a flag is implemented by the
procedure 'setflag'.

procedure "set flag"
"complement the tree beneath"
"count the number of parallel/in series transistors"
if "there is an improvement"
then

"set flag at this gate"
else

"complement the tree beneath"

Complementation of the tree beneath means that a
merging is actually carried out. Then there is a check
to see if the cell that originates has a legal
configuration. By legal is meant that the number of
parallel/in series transistors does not exceed the
maximum. At the moment both maxima are set to 3.

If it is a legal configuration, an improvement is
assumed. There is also the possibility to take the
number of negative variables into account. While
complementing the tree beneath, the number of
additional negative variables is counted. If there are
no more than 1, there is an improvement.

While counting the additional negative variables, one
can also take into account that a negative variable
already appeared in a previous function (when one deals
with a set of functions).

If there is no improvement, the tree beneath must be
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made as it was, so it is again complemented.
When all this has been done, the tree is ready. The

cells are written to the file 'data cells' in the
manner shown in the·previous paragr;ph.

The program 'cellgraph' does the same, but it also
draws the cells on the graphic terminal.

3.8. Example

To demonstrate the use of these programs the example
of paragraph 2.8. is taken. The boolean functions are
supposed to be already handled by 'simcom' and are thus
in the file DATA_SIH.

By the command 'ulgl.ex' the gates of type 1 are
generated. The contents of the file DATA_GATES is shown
below.

abcd

gate 1 "1" a' 2 "1"
gate 2 b " 1 " 3 "a"
gate 3 " 1" c' d "1 11

ab'c+acd'

gate 4 til" a' 5 "1"
gate 5 c " 1 " 6 "a"
gate 6 " 1 " b "A" d'

a'bc+ab'd+ac'd+bcd'

gate 7 a a' 8 11
gate 8 d d' 9 10
gate 9 "1 " b "0" c'
gate 10 " 1" b' c "1"
gate 11 b " 1 " c "a"

bd

gate 12 " 1 " b' d "1"

If we add the number of the inverters that are needed
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to realize a', b', c', d' to the number of gates, we
get a total of 16 gates. If we subtract the number of
nMOS transistors with "0" or "1" at its gate, we get a
total of 32 enhancement transistors and 16 depletion
transistors.

By the command 'ulg2.ex the gates of type 2 are
generated.

abcd

gate 4 d
gate 3 c 4 "1"
gate 2 b 3 II 1 II

gate 1 a 2 .. 1 n

ab'c+acd'

gate 8 d ItO II "0 "
gate 7 b 8 "0"
gate 6 c 7 111"
gate 5 a 6 til n

a'bc+ab'd+ac'd+bcd'

gate 12 c "0 " "0 "
gate 11 b 12 "0"
gate 14 c "0" "0" • gate 12
gate 13 b 14 "0"
gate 10 d 11 13
gate 16 c "0" "0" .. gate 12
gate 15 b 16 "0"
gate 9 a 10 15

bd

gate 18
gate 17

d
b 18 " 1 "

The gates 4 and 18 are no gates and the gates 14 and
16 are the same as gate 12, so we get a total of 14
gates. If the third input is "0", the nMOS transistor
with that input can be deleted. Then we get a total of
22 enhancement transistors and 14 depletion
transistors.
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By the command 'cell.ex' the merged gates of type 1
are generated.

abcd

cell 1 (d'+c'+b'+a' )'

ab'c+acd'

cell 2 (b(d)+c'+a')'

a'bc+ab'd+ac'd+bcd'

cell
cell

bd

cell

3
4

5

( d ( b ' +c' )+d ' (b ( c ) ) ) ,
(a(3)+a' (c'+b'»)'

(d'+b') ,

In this way we get 5 cells, 4 inverters, 25
enhancement transistors and 9 depletion transistors.

3.9. Other possible realizations

3.9.1. NAND/NOR

There are other possibilities to realize the Shannon
expansion. One of these realizations uses 3 NAND's (or
NOR's) .
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)('

" f I f't;X. JC+X. Xl

Fig.51. Shannon expansion with 3 NAND's

If this is taken as one universal logic gate the inputs
to the necessary gates for realization of a boolean
function can directly be read from its binary tree. The
tree is made in the usual way with single literals as
termination objective. Changes (complementations) are
not necessary.

'1

/"'"AA
cl' ~ ~ ~

J A!t A
1
I

~

Fig.52. NAND realization of a boolean function

Some reductions are possible. If a NAND has as input
a '0' the output is always '1', so that NAND can be
left out. Another special case is when one of the
inputs is '1'. Then it is merely an inverter.
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Fig.53. Reduction

One could consider to change the tree. If a '1'
appears there is a complementation, and by reading from
the tree the corresponding NAND is lef~ out.

A
AA
rAJ' A

1 0. 1.. C\

j I I I
bl 1. b' 1

Fig.54. NAND realization with reduction

3.9.2. Pass transistor circuits

Another way of realizing the Shannon expansion is to
use a multiplexer configuration.

Fig.55. Multiplexer configuration
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As there must be a path to ground ('0') or the supply
('1' ), a tree is made with' 0' or I l' as termination
objective. The way that it is done is the same as
discussed in paragraph 3.4.

i

A
c.. c:.'/'" /""'-cA ,",' cA cA'

A ~ 1 A
(.l a,l Q. Co\. I

A ~ A ~
b b l b b'
I I I I

Jlf i ¢ 1.

,
I
~

~.

+---t~
! ..,........ '
i ~
I~~

~I

'd'

Fig.56. Pass transistor circuit of a boolean function

One of the disadvantages of this method is that all
negative variables are needed. If these are not
available then n (number of variables) inverters are
needed. A better alternative would therefore be the use
of CMOS technology. All nMOS transistors with negative
variables are then replaced by pMOS transistors with
positive variables.

An advantage is the low dissipation.
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Conclusion

The data structure is flexible enough, as has been
proven by other uses of it. The number of variables
that can be handled is only limited by the maximum size
of the (Pascal) sets.

The basic operations (simplification,
complementation, intersection, subtraction) are
implemented. The algorithms are relatively fast.

The two ulg's have both their advantages and
disadvantages. The logic editor should contain both
(and others). For a given set of boolean functions one
should be able to select the best realization.

As concerns the piling up of the ulg2's, that can
probably be overcome by a different splitting. One
should try to make the left cofactor '0' or '1' as
quick as possible, even if that means introducing extra
inverters.

One could ask oneself if the nHOS cells could be made
as standard cells. I would say that it would be
difficult because a lot of configurations are possible.

Thus some parts of a logic editor are implemented.
Things like simplification and complementation can also
be done separately by using the procedures that are
necessary for it. All other programs can thus be
incorporated in a bigger program by using only the
necessary procedures. However, still a lot needs to be
done before one can call the total program a "logic
editor".
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gram simeom (input, output, your_file, data_sim, data_com, data_out);

st
k 96; { this constant is introduced because ord('a') 97 >

cube;
link .j

link;
link

e
literal = 1 52;
cube = set of literal
I ink "term;
term record

info:
nex t :
Ie f t :
right:

end .j

eharset = set of char;

f, fe: link: { boolean functions}
n: integer; { number of variables>
m: integer; { number of functions}
free: link; { list of unused (freel records>
yo u r f i Ie: t ext
data_sim: text:
data_com: text;
data_out: text:
fau It: boo lean.:
qeh: char.:
fnum: integer':
1 I leg a I: boo I ear· :

elude
elude
elude
elude

elude
elude
elude
elude

elude
elude
elude
elude

elude
elude

elude
elude
elude

elude
elude
elude

'nmeount. p'
'show.p'
'search.p'
'beauout. p'

'nnet'J.p'
'dump.p'
'datainput.p'
'dataoutput.p'

'splitvar.p'
'di'~Jide.p'

'simplify.p'
'goon.p'

'eopytree.p'
'eopy.p'

, '5 simp I i f y. P ,
I und l'~Jide. p'
'restore.p'

'demor'gan. pi
'fee'J.p'
'order'. p'
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clude
clude

'complon.p'
I cornpaU",. pi

<n> I ;1 .'
<rn> I ) ;

<n> I ) .'
<m> I )

"

~\lr i tel n (ou t pu t, I Job runn i ng ... I ) ;

nrncount (your_file, n, m, Illegal);
if not illegal then
begin
reset (your_file);
free:= nil:
rewrite (data_sim);
writeln (data_sim, n:1,
writeln (data_sirn, m:1,
rewrIte (data_com);
~\lriteln (data_com, n:1,
writeln (data_com, m:1,
rewrite (data_out);

for fnum := 1 to m do
begin

( n, f, fa u 1t, yo u r' _ f i Ie,
fault then

datain
if not
begin

goon (. n .'
copy (f.,

f, free).;
fc, free);

free) ;

(fc, free);
fnum: 1, " I ,

end:

If fP·'.left <) nli then restore (f~ free);
wrIteln ldata_sirn, fnum:1, <f' fnum:l, '} I);

dataout (n, ~~.next, data_sim)
writeln (data_sIm, '//');

eompath Cn, fe, free);
if fcr-.left <> nil then restore
writeln (data_com, fnum:1, <f'
dataout (n, fcA.next, data_com);
~'Jriteln (data_com, '//');

I } I ) ;

end;
1.....1r i tel n (0 u t put, Re a d y! ' ) ;

ite (output, 'Do you want the simplIfied functions on your screen? [y/n] I);

promp t ;
readln (Input. qch)
if qch = I y' then
begin

lI-l r i tel n ( 0 u t P 1.1 t, 'Si mp 1 i fie d fun c t ion s: I ) ;

show (data_sim);
end;

te loutput,'Do ~~)ou .."ant the complemented functions on ).'our screen? [y/n] I)j

p romp t :
readln (Input, qch);
if qch = ').1' then
begIn

,.Ir· i te In I.. output
sho'·.1 (data_cam)

, Co mp ) erne n t s: I

end:
wrIteln (data_out , ~3 i mp 1 1 fie d fun c t 1 Ci n =.: ' )
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beauout (data_sim, data_out);
writeln (data_out);
It.Jriteln (data_out, 'Complements: I);

beauout (data_com, data_out);
~"r'iteln (output, 'The data is kept 1n the fi Ie DATA_OUT');
end.; <illegal>
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cedure datain (n: integer;
var f: link;
var' fau 1t: boo lean ,:
var ~your_file: text;
',)a r f r e e: 1 ink

) ;

his procedure puts the data, that IS presented by the user In sum
f-products representation, in a data structure which is workable
or this program: the products are put In a cube and the expression

is a list of records (indicated by next), containing these cubes.
he first record of f is empty, and is used to indicate the
eginnlng of the function f. ThiS means that the first cube of the
unction is kept In the record next to the record indicated by f.

st
permchars =

ch: char;
1: literal;
c:: cube;
np: link;
p: link;

In

charset [ 'a' .. 'z ' I I I I ,'+','/'];

while «ch <> '/') and (not fault)) do
begin

wh i 1e « c h <:> '+'
begin

fault := false;
p .- nil:
c :"" [];
read f>'our file., ch):
If ch in permchars then
begin

if ch
begin

I I I I

and (ch <:> '/'

then

and (not fault)) do

c .- c - [1];
• - + n.=

c := c + [1];

:> 96+n)
. - true

end
else
begin

((or·d(ch)
fault

else
begin

or (ord(ch) < 97)) then

.- ord(ch) - k;
c: .- c + [1];

end:
if eoln(your_fl1e) then
begin

readln l~,..oour file)
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read ~your'_file, ch);
end
else read (your_file, ch);
if not (ch in permchars) then

fault .- true;
end;
nnew (np, free);
npA.next := p;
npA. info := c;
p :.= np;
c .- [];
if eolnCyour_fileJ then
begin

readln (your_file);
read (your _f i Ie, ch);

end
else read (your_file, ch);
if not(ch in permchars) then

f au 1 t . - true;
end;

end
else fault := true;
readln (your_file);
nne ....J (np, free);
f : = np;
f·'.ne~·:t .- p;
if fault then
begin

d I.Hnp (f, f r' e e ) ;
f . - r, i I ;
l,oJrlteln (output .• 'Fault Input ');

end;
i; ~. data In ,.
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)cedure dataout (n: integer;
f: link;
var' data: text

) ;

rhis procedure reads the data that
(indicated by next), and writes It

ch: char.:
1: literal;
c: cube;
pt: link;

~ in
P t : = f ,:
if pt = nil then
begin

1,-) r i t e ( d a t a .' I 0 I ) :

end;
wh 1 1e p t <) nil do
begin

IS in a 1 ist of records
In sum-oF-products notation.

c .-
1 : =
if c
begin

pt"'. info:
1 .:

[J then

',M·lte(data~'l'..t

end:
""r,l Ie c <> [] <:;0:,

begin
If 1 In c then
begin

ch : = ch r' (1 + k);
~oJrite(data,ch);
c := c - [11;

end
else
begin

. - 1 + n:
If I in c then
begin

ch := chrU - n + k);
write(data,ch,' I I I);

C := c - [11;
end ~:

.- - n;

end;
pt : =

If P t
begin

end;
end;

1" i ~ cJ.""tC\ o-..\t}

end;
• - + 1,:

pt'·'.next:
<> nil then

'"Jr'ite(data" '+'
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ocedure divide (n: integer; < number of variables>
f: link; < boolean function>
J: literal; < splitting variable>
var If, rf: link; <. left and r'ight cofactors >
var free: link ( list of unused (free) records>

) ;

ThlS procedure divldes the boolean function f in its cofactors fx
and fx' .• as def ined b).-I Bra).-.ton, Cohen et. a 1., so that
f == x.fx + x' .fx'. The cofactors are represented by IfC=fx) and
rf(=fx'). The splitting var'iables are put ln records which. together
,.... ith f, for'rn a tree (x to the left and x' to the right).
In case of an unate function f = x.fx + fx' and fl = x'.f'x' + f'x.
(x can ln that case also be a negation, e.g. x = a').

r
np: link; { new pointer>
pt: link; < pOlnter )
pi, pr: link; < pointer left & right>
c: cube;

nnelA! (np , free);
If :== np;
If·-'.l,=,ft: :== nll;
IfA.right := nll;
H".lnfo:= [j]:

f".left .- If;
nne 1;1 (n p, f r e e ) :
rf := np;
r·f·"'.leH := ni 1;
rf·". right := ni 1;
if J <= n then rf"'.lnf·o := [j + n)
else rfA.info :== [j - n]:
f·..... right := rf;
pi := nil,;
pro :== nil:
pt .- f·".next;
wh i 1e p t <> nil do
begin

c := pt'·'. info:
if J ln c then
begin

c :== c - [j];
nnev.J (np.. f r'ee )
npA.lnfo :== c,;
np"'.next := pi;
pi := np;

end
else
begi'1

if J + n in C then
begln

C .- c 
nnei", (np,

[J + n);
free):
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np". into := c;
npA.next := prj
pr .- np;

end
eie-e
begin

nne i,,) (np, free)
np·'-'. info .- c;
np'~'.next := pi;
pi := np;
nne~v ( np, free)
npA. info .- c;
npA.next := prj
pr := np;

end;
end;
pt := pt".next

end;
IF'.next .- pi;
rf"".next := pr';
dump (fA.next, free)
fA.next := nil;

{ divide>
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ocedure goon (n: Integer; { number of variables>
f: link; { boolean function>
var free: link, list of unused (free) records>

) ;

This procedure IS recursive. It divides a function f in ItS
cofactors If and rf until the cofactors are unate. The unate
functions are then simplified.

r
fbinate: boolean;
j: literal; { splitting variable}
If, rf: link; { left & right cofactors >

splitvar (n, f, ], fbinate); { is f binate ? }

if fbinate then
begin

divide In, f, J, If, rf, free);
goon ~nJ If, free);
goon (n, rf, free);

end
else

simplify (f, free)
j: { go on }

< f unate >
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cedure simplify (f: link;
var free: link

) ;

f a cube In an unate function contains another cube, this last
ube is deleted.

p, pp, q, qq: link;
c1, c2: cube;
pdel, qdel: boolean;

if fA.next <> nil then
begin

p := fA. next;
if pA.info = [] then
begin

if pA.next <> nil then
begin

dump(pA.next,free);
p"'.next .- nil;

end;
end .:
p := ph.next;
wh i 1e p <} nIl d Co

begin
If p'·.infc:
t. e9 in

~ j then

cl := p".lnfo:
pde 1 : = false;
qq .- p: q .- qq"'.next;
while «qq <> nil) and (q <> nil)) do
begin

end;
pp :=
I",h i 1e
begin

p .- f·- .nex.t
p".lnf·o := [];
dump(pA.next,free)
p"'.next .- ni 1;

end;
p : = p''''. nex t .:

c:' ta'...Jtology' /'
f;p := pp"'.next,:
«(p <> rnl) and (p·".next

c2:= q".info;
qdel := false:
if cl <= c2 then
begin

<> nil)) do

qq"'.next .- qA.next;
qdel := tr'ue;
qA. next . - free;
free := q:

end
else
begin
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If c2 <= c1 then
begin

ppA.next .- pA.next;
pdel := true;
p".next := free;
free := p;

end;
end:
if not pde I then
begin

if not qdel then qq .- qqA.next;
q := qqA.next;

end
else

end:
if not pdel then pp := ppA.next;
p := pp".next;

end ,;
end ,;

I; <. sImp I i f ~,.I :>
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cedure splitvar (n: integer; { number of variables}
f: link; { boolean function}
var j: literal; { splitting variable}
var binate: boolean

) ;

his procedure chooses a splitting variable. The choice is
guided by the heuristic of making the cofactors unate as
quickly as possible.

1: llter·al.:
c: cube;
pt: link.:
nO .• n1: Integer;

min: integer';
5: integer.: <
max: integer;

In

{ number of cubes with the negative resp.
positive variable}

{ minimum of nO and n1 }
object function>
{ maximum of object functions}

binate

for 1
begin

c

pt

max
:= false;

: = 0.:
.- 1 to n do

pt := fr'.next
riO := 0.:
n1 .- 0:
I"Jrl 1 1e p t ,~> nil do

begin
.- pt··'.lnfo;

if 1 in c then
else if 1 + n

:= ptA.next;

n1 := n1 + 1
In c then nO := nO + 1;

end;
if nO <= n1 then min .- nO
else min .- n1:
if min )- 0 then
begin

binate .- true;
5 := min + 2 .,. (nO + nl);
If 5 > max then
begin

max : = s;
. - 1;

end:
end;

end .:
{ splitting variable>
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lcedl.Jre r·estore (f: 1 ink;
var free: link

) ;

11 n
if f"'.left". left <> ni 1 then restore (fA. left .' free);
if f ...... right"'.left <~> nil then restore (fA.right, free);
5simplify (f, free);
undivide (f, free):

I;
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cedure undivide (f: link;
var free: link

) ;

P t :
p,q:

In

1 ink;
1 ink

pt. - f:
1.,Jh i 1e p t .-' . n ext <. > nil do pt. - pt·". n ext;
p:= f'·'.left".next;
1 f P <> nil then
begin

L'lh i 1e p <> nil do
begin

VA.. Info := p". info + f··,. left". info;
p := p"".next;

end;
pt·,·, . n e ;-< t . - f ". I eft.: " • n e >~ t ;
f".left".ne>:t := nil.:

end;
IJJh i 1e p t " . n ext <> nil do p t : = ptA. n ext;
q := fA.right".next;
if q <> nil then
begIn

\>.Jh i 1e a ... ~> nIl do
begin

q".lnfo:= q'·'.lnfo + f·~'.r·ight~'.info;

q := q·'.ne;... t:
end;
ptA.next .- fA.riahtA.next
fA.right·~'.next .- nil;

end;

f"·.left'''.next := free;
free.- f·~'.left;

f A .left := nil;
fA.rightA.next .- free:
fr'ee:= f".right
f·".right .- nil:

I: {undivide;
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